Natural language understanding (NLU) is an important module of spoken dialogue systems. One of the difficulties when it comes to adapting NLU to new domains is the high cost of constructing new training data for each domain. To reduce this cost, we propose a zero-shot learning of NLU that takes into account the sequential structures of sentences together with general question types across different domains. Experimental results show that our methods achieve higher accuracy than baseline methods in two completely different domains (insurance and sightseeing).
Introduction
Research on natural language understanding (NLU), a process that converts sentences into queries for knowledge bases (KBs), has been gaining popularity as spoken dialogue systems become increasingly used by the general public [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. However, when we adapt NLU to new domains, it is quite expensive to construct training data with the mappings between words in a question sentence and an entry of KB. To reduce the cost, several transfer learning and zero-shot learning methods have been proposed [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . These methods need little or no training data about new domains. In zero-shot learning, word similarity scores based on word-embedding features about words in a question sentence and an entry in KBs are utilized. While this zero-shot learning approach is effective in similar domains, it is difficult to maintain high performance when we apply it to completely different domains because of the lack of information about the target domain (e.g., context and word similarity information).
In this paper, we propose a new zero-shot learning of NLU that utilizes common knowledge across domains, especially the sequential structure of question sentences and the external knowledge of general question type (QT) for covering the lack of information about the target domain. As the external knowledge, we utilize the relationship between the QT corresponding to the entry in a KB and the QT of the question sentence estimated by our general classifier trained from large supervised corpora. As far as we know, there have been no prior studies on adapting general question types for zero-shot learning for NLU.
We performed experiments to evaluate our proposed methods in two completely different domains ("sightseeing" and "insurance") and found that they were more accurate than baseline methods.
Related Work
NLU tasks have conventionally been studied using a supervised approach [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] for known domains. To augment supervised approaches, transfer learning has been proposed in order to improve the NLU accuracy of target domains with data from target and other domains [6, 7, 10, 11] . In conventional transfer learning approaches, Li et al. and Kim et al. proposed label mapping from the source domain to the target domain directly [6, 7] . However, they had difficulties providing adequate coverage of the mapping of entries when a large difference exists between the entries of the domains. In contrast, because we introduce general question types, our method can be adapted to new domain.
Zero-shot learning approaches for NLU have recently been proposed. Generally speaking, conventional zero-shot learning is achieved by utilizing the clue of similarity in the same vector spaces of source and target domains [12, 13, 14] . Yazdani and Henderson applied zero-shot learning to NLU between similar domains using word embedding to construct the same vector space for question sentences and the entries of KBs [8] . They learn a binary classifier in the vector space in the source domain to adapt to target domains. However, it is difficult for their method to achieve high performance in completely different domains.
Task Settings
Our ultimate objective is to be able to query any KBs by input question sentences in natural language. We take a zero-shot learning approach so that we can avoid the high cost associated with constructing training data for each domain. To this end, we need to extract essential queries from an input question sentence and map them to KB entries in an unknown domain. A recent task in zero-shot learning for NLU, especially in the context of dialogue processing, is the extraction of concepts or arguments of dialogue action (dialogue act) from an input sentence [8] . For example, from the input sentence "I would like Chinese food.", the system extracts "inform (food = Chinese)", where "inform" is a dialogue action and the items inside the brackets are the concepts associated with the dialogue action.
Our task setting is similar. Our KBs are assumed to be constructed of Resource Description Framework (RDF) triples, namely, "subject, predicate, object" (hereinafter subj, pred, and obj) and their components are called triple entries g whose values are written in natural language (e.g., g ="pred:ACCESS" and g ="obj:Y1,000" in Fig. 1) . We call the type of these triple entries "triple symbol" c ∈ {subj, pred, obj}. Our purpose is to extract each triple entry from the input question sentence. tated with KB queries about a source domain (e.g., some words in a sentence are underlined and annotated as "<pred: EN-TRANCE FEE>" in Fig. 1 ). In the test step, the input is a KB and a question sentence without annotation about the target domain (e.g., "insurance" in Fig. 1 ), and the output is a query for the KB in the target domain.
Proposed Method
The zero-shot learning methods proposed thus far have not used domain-independent knowledge [8, 9] . We propose a new method for zero-shot learning that can take into account domain-independent knowledge, especially question sentence structure information and general question types (QTs) information. Our method comprises a new model based on sequential models (Sec. 4.1) and new features pertaining QT (Sec. 4.2).
Proposed Models
In this section, we propose a model for zero-shot learning that can take into account the question sentence structure similar to conventional transfer learning models [7] .
Sequential Transfer Learning
Kim et al. [7] proposed a transfer learning that utilizes hidden unit CRFs (HUCRFs) [15] for treating sequential information.
HUCRFs include the hidden middle layer z ∈ {0, 1} between the input and output layers. The graphical expression is shown in the upper part of Fig. 2 and the probabilities of the output sequence of triple entries g given input words w are formulated as
is the total number of words, and θ ∈ R d , γ ∈ R d are the parameters of the lower and upper layer models in Fig. 2 , respectively, and
Kim et al. [7] made an assumption that the parameters of the lower layer θ tend to be similar across domains and proposed a method for transferring the parameters of the lower layer θ of HUCRF to the target domain, as shown in Fig. 2 . Their method is a reasonable approach in the transfer learning task because the parameter γ can be estimated by utilizing target domain training data. However, in zero-shot learning tasks, it is hard to adapt the parameters of γ without target domain training data.
Sequential Zero-shot Learning Models
Because the conventional sequential model based transfer learning needs training data in the target domain [7] , it cannot be adapted to zero-shot learning straightforwardly. We take the concept of the transfer learning and adapt it to zero-shot learning models.
The lower side of Fig. 2 shows our proposed model, where w is a word and g s , g t are triple entries, with s, t indicating source and target domains. Our model is constructed using two cascade-connected layers. First, the lower layer (θ) estimates the highest likelihood sequence of triple symbols c, which is common between domains, and then the upper layer (γ) estimates the mapping to triple entries g s or g t from all of the triple entry candidates We extend the conventional transfer models in two ways. First, we extend the middle layer variable z ∈ {0, 1} to triple symbol c ∈ {subj, pred, obj} with BIO labels. Extending the variable of the middle layer makes it possible to propagate rich information from input w. For example, the typical context "What is the <pred> of <subj>?" indicate the typical positions of triple symbols, subj and pred.
To construct the lower layer, we utilize CRFs for labeling triple symbol c. In the training step, the annotation about triple entry g in the source domain has been abstracted to triple symbol c. For example, the annotated label g ="pred:ENTRANCE FEE" is replaced by c =pred. This will enable the trained CRFs Figure 3 : The utilization of general question types to be adapted to unknown domains. The features for the CRFs are word surface forms, POS, ngrams, and word-embedding features using CBOW [16] . For parameter estimation, we utilize minimum classification error criteria [17] Second, we make it possible to transfer the parameters for triple entry mapping (γ), not only θ. The upper layer maps estimated triple symbols c to triple entries g by using domainindependent multiple similarity features in the logistic regression models [18] .
In the training step, for constructing training data, we give 1 for correct mapping to g s and 0 for incorrect mappingḡ s , which are randomly selected triple entry candidates in G s c . In the adaptation step, the regression model provides a value for each candidate of triple entry g t and we select the entry with the highest value as the estimation result; that is g t i = arg max
where i means a word position, γ indicates the weight of each feature in a regression model, and Ψ is the feature function described in the next section.
General Features for Triple Entry Mapping
In the process of mapping triple symbols c to triple entries g in the regression model (based on γ), the design of general features (Ψ) across domains is very important. We introduce effective features proposed in previous studies as well as our own new features pertaining to general question types.
Basic Features
In accordance with the previous studies, we utilize the basic features between words in a chunk w and a triple entry g; that is, we use surface similarities (word correspondence ratio, character overlaps, and edit distances) and semantic similarities based on word embeddings [8, 9] . For the word-embedding features, we use cosine similarities from domain-dependent and domainindependent CBOW models [16] 1 . Here, the domain-dependent word-embedding models are trained using 186K WEB sentences retrieved by queries using both target and source domain triple entries (e.g., "entrance fee" and "insurance amount" in Fig. 1 ). The domain-independent word-embedding models are trained by 12M Wikipedia sentences. The number of dimensions is 100 in both models.
1 https://code.google.com/p/word2vec
Features of General Question Types
Although the basic features are effective, input words and triple entries might not be similar in the measurements of the surface and word-embedding. In particular, preds appear more often in surfaces different from each KB entry; for example, the word "expire" is not similar to "pred:INSURANCE PERIOD" from the perspective of a surface and word-embedding.
To tackle this issue, we propose utilizing general question types (QTs) as new features. This is based on our assumption that, even if the domain changes greatly, the basic intention of the question would likely be similar. Our approach hinges on our observation that the question types of a question sentence (QTS) and of a pred (QTP) tend to correspond. For example, in Fig. 3 , "expire" in a test sentence is often used for asking about "period" (QTS) and "pred:INSURANCE PERIOD" is also a type of "period" (QTP). We utilize these correspondences as new features.
We describe how to utilize QT as features in detail. We utilize two types of QT based on Higashinaka et al.'s work [19] . The first type is "QT-coarse", which is a coarse classification with 23 classes including non-factoid question types [20] . The second type is a finer granularity classification for factoid questions based on Sekine's extended named entity (ENE) definition [21] . The ENE definition has three layers; we utilize the first (QT-ENE1: 28 types) and second (QT-ENE2: 87 types) layers, abandoning the third because it is too fine-grained and might cause sparseness problems.
To utilize QT information, first, we estimate the QTS of an input question sentence by a QTS classifier using training data prepared in advance. Second, we retrieve the QTP of the candidate pred g t , and finally, we utilize the correspondence between QTS and QTP as features for entry mapping. The detailed steps are shown below (each item number corresponds to the number in Fig. 3 ).
1. The input question sentence is classified into top N QT labels on the basis of the QTS classifier with their probabilities (N = 3). We use a logistic regression classifier [18] for estimating QTS with standard features including surfaces and ngrams 2 .
2. For determining QTP, we map the preds in G pred to QT by measuring the distance of word-embeddings [16] between the name of QT labels and pred entries with human confirmation.
3. We utilize features expressing the correspondence between QTS and QTP in two ways. The first is a match feature, "QT-match", that indicates whether QTS and QTP correspond or not. The second is a pairwise feature, "QT-pair", which is simply a pair of QTS and QTP used as a feature. The QT-match feature is robust for an unknown domain because it only considers a match; it does not consider whether the QT types appeared in the training data or not. The more the QT-pair feature is used, the more precise the detection becomes compared to the QT-match feature. Each value of the feature is represented by the probability of the estimated QTS.
For an example question sentence (shown in Fig. 3 ), "When is the Safety car insurance going to expire?", the QTS is estimated as "ENE1:Periodx" by the QTS classifier (1). One of the triple entry candidates "pred:INSURANCE PERIOD" is mapped to QT "ENE1:Periodx" for QTP (2), and then the "QT-match" feature and the "QT-pair" feature pertaining to "ENE1:Periodx-ENE1:Periodx" become valid (3).
Experiments

Experimental settings
We examine the effectiveness of our model in two completely different domains ("sightseeing" and "insurance"). We made annotated question sentences for training and evaluation in each domain. The amount of data is 937 sentences including 825 subj, 868 pred, and 371 obj for "sightseeing" and 443 sentences including 289 subj, 393 pred, and 368 obj for "insurance". For KBs, we use 92 types of subjects and 44 types of predicates for the "sightseeing" schema derived from Wikipedia's infobox and 16 types of subjects and 29 types of predicates for the "insurance" schema derived from a pamphlet on insurance products. Both text data and KBs are in Japanese. We evaluate our methods by precision, recall, and F values. For the evaluation of our proposed methods, we examine three conditions related to QT: proposed sequential zero-shot models without QT (w/o QT), with QT-match features (+QT match), and with both QT-match and QT-pair features (+QT match + QT pair). The preds that are dependent on QT are evaluated under every condition. Note that the results for subj and obj are mostly independent of QT.
We prepared two baselines. The first one deals with each word without context as in previous work [8, 9] . We include this baseline for the verification of our proposed model utilizing sequential information. The second baseline uses direct entry mapping between the source and target entries in each domain as in [6, 7] . The direct mapping of entities between source and target domains are manually annotated. Some entities in the target domain do not have mapping that has not appeared in source domain. We include this baseline for the comparison between our proposed method utilizing external knowledge (i.e., QT) and the existing direct mapping method.
Furthermore, for confirming the upper bound accuracy, we examined in-domain supervised learning by 10-fold cross validation using the same testset. Note that, with this procedure, the amount of training data is reduced to 9/10.
Experimental results and analysis
The results in Table 1 demonstrate that the proposed model without QT improved the accuracy more than Baseline 1, par- We also found that the QT features with external knowledge further improved the performance (in F value, 31.9 → 44.3 and 47.4 → 49.1) in contrast to Baseline 2 which was worse than w/o QT. The last row in Table 1 shows that although there is still a gap between in-domain supervised and zero-shot learning, the proposed methods reduced this gap (they achieved about 80.3% and 86.9% the performance of the in-domain supervised method). The other results for triple symbols subj and obj are shown in Table 2 in F values. From these results, the accuracy of subj in the insurance to sightseeing adaptation became worse than the baseline, as some of the subjs were mistakenly recognized as pred; however, total accuracy was improved (53.2 → 55.5 and 46.4 → 58.6).
An improved and a worsened examples are:
• (Improved) "How much per hour is the car park?":
The baseline 1 was misrecognized as asking about "pred:EXISTENCE OF PARKING" because of high similarity scores about surfaces.
• (Worsened) "Where does the name of Jufukuji Temple come from?": The proposed method misrecognized as asking about "pred:LOCATION" because of the word "where". However, there are few such examples among our results.
Finally, we mention some feature weights trained in the "sightseeing" domain. Note that all feature values have normalized values between 0 and 1. For the basic features, the weights were 1.67 for surface and 2.37 for word-embedding. For the QT features, the weights were 1.28, 0.61, and 0.71 for the QT-match of QT-Coarse, QT-ENE1, and QT-ENE2, respectively. These training results demonstrate the effectiveness of using the QT features.
Conclusion
We proposed a zero-shot learning of NLU that can deal with sequential structures and general question types across different domains. Experimental results demonstrate that both the proposed features and the model are effective.
In future work, because the training with a single domain might depend on that domain even with our general features, we will apply our method to more than two domains. This will lead to the discovery of common features across multiple domains. 
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